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BACKGROUND: Although P1 and Xga are known to be
associated with the A4GALT and XG genes,
respectively, the genetic basis of antigen expression has
been elusive. Recent reports link both P1 and Xga
expression with nucleotide changes in the promotor
regions and with antigen-negative phenotypes due to
disruption of transcription factor binding.
STUDY DESIGN AND METHODS: Whole genome
sequencing was performed on 113 individuals as part of
the MedSeq Project with serologic RBC antigen typing
for P1 (n = 77) and Xga (n = 15). Genomic data were
analyzed by two approaches, nucleotide frequency
correlation and serologic correlation, to ﬁnd A4GALT and
XG changes associated with P1 and Xga expression.
RESULTS: For P1, the frequency approach identiﬁed
29 possible associated nucleotide changes, and the serologic
approach revealed four among them correlating with the P1
+/P1– phenotype: chr22:43,115,523_43,115,520AAAG/
delAAAG (rs66781836); chr 22:43,114,551C/T (rs8138197);
chr22:43,114,020 T/G (rs2143918); and
chr22:43,113,793G/T (rs5751348). For Xga, the frequency
approach identiﬁed 82 possible associated nucleotide
changes, and among these the serologic approach revealed
one correlating with the Xg(a+)/Xg(a–) phenotype:
chrX:2,666,384G/C (rs311103).
CONCLUSION: A bioinformatics analysis pipeline was
created to identify genetic changes responsible for RBC
antigen expression. This study, in progress before the
recently published reports, independently conﬁrms the basis
for P1 and Xga. Although this enabled molecular typing of
these antigens, the Y chromosome PAR1 region interfered
with Xga typing in males. This approach could be used to
identify and conﬁrm the genetic basis of antigens, potentially
replacing the historical approach using family pedigrees as
genomic sequencing becomes commonplace.

T

here are over 350 RBC antigens divided into
36 blood group systems. The molecular mechanisms of antigen expression are understood for
the vast majority, with more than 2000 alleles
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carrying nucleotide (NT) changes (allelic variations) deﬁned
in 45 genes. Despite the advancement in the genotype-tophenotype relationship of blood group antigens, the genetic
basis of several remain elusive. However, this gap is quickly
closing as bioinformatics technologies are applied. For
example, recent work has provided evidence for the role of
the transcription factors RUNX1 in the expression of P1 antigen1 and of GATA-1 in the expression of Xga.2,3
The P1 antigen was discovered in 1927 by injecting rabbits with human RBCs and screening for antibodies by testing
the sera against human RBCs from different individuals.4
There are ethnic differences in frequency of P1 antigen expression on RBCs of individuals of European ancestry and African
ancestry with RBCs from 79% European ancestry versus 94%
African ancestry typing as P1+ (P1 phenotype) and 21% of
European ancestry vs 6% of African ancestry typing as P1– (P2
phenotype). In 2001, it was shown that A4GALT encodes a
4-α-galactosyltransferase enzyme, which adds α-galactose to
paragloboside to create the P1 antigen.5 In 2011 and 2014, it
was reported that the single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) designated rs8138197,6 rs2143918,7 and rs57513487
correlated with P1+/P1– expression, but the mechanism
remained unknown. There was uncertainty as to the actual
SNP responsible, but recently Westman et al.1 showed that
SNP rs5751348 (NT G > T) is located in a RUNX1 transcription
factor binding region that controls the expression of P1 with
chromosomal location chr22:43,113,793G associated with the
P1+ phenotype and chr22:43,113,793 T with P1–.
The Xga antigen was ﬁrst described in 1962 in a multiply
transfused male of European ancestry whose serum reacted at
different frequencies to RBCs from males and females, indicating that the expression of Xga was X-linked, with a sex-biased
distribution: Xg(a+) 66% males/89% females, and Xg(a–) 34%
males/11% females.8 In 1994, it was shown that Xga was
expressed on the protein product of PBDX (renamed XG) in a
manner that suggested that antigen expression was controlled
by the presence or absence of Xg protein,9 but the mechanism
remained unknown. Recently, Moller et al.2 and Yeh et al.3
showed that the SNP rs311103 (NT G > C) is located in a GATA1 transcription factor binding region in intron 1 of XG, and controls the expression of the protein and the Xga antigen with
genomic coordinate chrX:26,66,384G associated with Xg(a+)
and chrX:26,66,384C associated with a Xg(a–) phenotype.
We recently created and validated an automated blood
group antigen typing software (bloodTyper, Partners HealthCare) for translating whole genome sequencing (WGS) data
to predict RBC and platelet antigen phenotypes and validated
the performance of whole genomes with conventional serologic and SNP typing for the common antigens.10–12 As part
of those analyses, we also performed P1 and Xga serologic
typing for a subset of samples with the goal of identifying the
basis of P1 and Xga expression by correlating the serologic
typing with whole genome data. Here, we present a bioinformatics analysis of P1 and Xga expression. We also describe
updates to our automated typing algorithm to type for the P1
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and Xga antigens, including limitations that make it possible
to molecularly type Xga from females only.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Serologic typing
With approval from the Partners HealthCare Human Research
Committee (Institutional Review Board) and informed consent
from participants, blood samples for RBC isolation were collected in ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid and RBC serologic
antigen typing was performed according to standard tube
methods,13 and as previously described.10–12 Commercially
available serologic typing reagents were used to type for P1
(Bio-Rad), and human source anti-Xga was used to type for Xga.

Whole genome sequencing
With approval from the Partners HealthCare Human Research
Committee (Institutional Review Board) and informed consent
from participants, blood samples for DNA isolation were collected in blood collection tubes (PAXgene, PreAnalytiX GmbH)
and genomic DNA was isolated from WBCs by standard
methods. For quality control, a genotyping array was performed
in parallel to conﬁrm identity and lack of sample inversion during WGS workﬂow. Another blood sample was also genotyped
to serve as an independent veriﬁcation of identity.
Polymerase chain reaction free WGS was performed by
the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments–certiﬁed,
College of America Pathologists–accredited Illumina Clinical
Services Laboratory (San Diego, CA) using paired-end 100–
base pair reads of DNA fragments with an average length of
300 base pairs on the Illumina HiSeq platform and sequenced
to at least 30× average depth of coverage.14 Sequence read
data was aligned to the human reference sequence (GRCh37/
hg19) using Burrows-Wheeler Aligner 0.6.1-r104.15 Data from
sequencing was analyzed, interpreted, reported, and returned
to participants as part of the MedSeq Project, a randomized
clinical trial of WGS in primary care practice.16–19

Whole genome based blood typing
P1 and Xga antigen NT changes were added to our allele database (http://bloodantigens.com) and the custom typing software (bloodTyper)12 was used to predict P1 and Xga
phenotypes from the whole genomes analyzed as part of the
MedSeq Project. In brief, variant calls for XG and A4GALT genes
and promoter regions were made using Genomic Analysis Tool
Kit version 2.3-9-gdcdccbb (Broad Institute) and saved as a variant calling format ﬁle (.vcf ) showing differences between the
WGS data and the reference genome.20 Sequencing coverage
was extracted from the alignment ﬁle using BEDTools version
2.17.0.21 A high-performance visualization tool (Integrative
Genomics Viewer, Broad Institute)22 was used as needed to verify coverage and sequence identity. Antigen typing using bloodTyper was performed at the relevant genome positions using a
4x sequence read depth of coverage calling cutoff.

P1 AND Xga FROM WHOLE GENOMES

Software and data availability
The MedSeq Project genomes are available through dbGaP
under study accession phs000958. The curated RBC antigen
allele database used in this study is available at http://
bloodantigens.com. The code used to search the variant calling ﬁles for the antigen-associated changes using both the frequency and serology approaches is available at http://lanelab.
org/data.

RESULTS
Genetic search approaches
The genetic basis for P1 and Xga expression were identiﬁed
using 113 whole genomes from the MedSeq Project with
paired serologic typing (Fig. 1). Two different but complementary approaches (frequency and serology) were used to search
the the A4GALT and XG genes, including coding exons,
introns, and upstream promoter regions for single-NT changes
and small insertions/deletions that correlated with antigen
expression.
In the frequency approach, heterozygous and homozygous NT variations over the A4GALT and XG gene and promoter regions were identiﬁed in the genomes. Each change
was then individually evaluated by simulating the sample antigen type using the following rules: antigen negative if homozygous for the change or antigen positive if heterozygous for this

change or homozygous for another change. The resulting
antigen-positive and antigen-negative population frequency
was then calculated for each change identiﬁed. The NT
changes were ﬁltered to include only those in the range of the
known antigen frequency.
In the serologic approach, serologic typing results were
correlated with NT changes over the A4GALT and XG gene
and promoter regions, independent of the frequency approach
described above. By assuming that antigen-negative individuals resulted from the same recessive homozygous change, a
starting list of possible NT changes was created by identifying
common homozygous changes. These were then ﬁltered by
removing any homozygous changes also present in antigenpositive individuals. To account for the possibility of a serologic typing error or other sample-speciﬁc issues, the searches
were performed multiple times with each sample excluded
from the analysis. Therefore, if a serologic typing were incorrect, there would be a search in which this erroneous information would not adversely affect the results.

Identiﬁcation of the basis of P1 from whole
genomes
Using a frequency approach, the genetic basis of P1 expression was searched in 113 whole genomes over a 29-kb
region (chr22:43,088,126 – chr22:43,117,175) including the
A4GALT promoter and gene. The possible P1 associated

Fig. 1. WGS based approach for determination of molecular basis for P1 and for Xga. [Color ﬁgure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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All potential
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the number of possible responsible NT positions from 1196
to only 29 NT changes (Fig. 2A).
Using a serologic approach, P1 expression was correlated between genomic nucleotide changes over the same

29.0 kb
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P1+

A

Typing
Simulation

changes were ﬁltered to include only those with a frequency
between 15% and 25%, close to the known P1– antigen frequency of 21% in individuals of European ancestry as the
recorded ancestry for most MedSeq samples. This reduced

A4GALT Exon 1

Possible

2a

2

3 changes
1,196

chr22:43,117,037G

Filter to a
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genomes

B
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chr22:43,114,551T
chr22:43,100,856T
chr22:43,088,175C

P1 15-25%

29

chr22:43,117,037G; chr22:43,116,307A; chr22:43,116,263T; chr22:43,115,576A; chr22:43,115,570A;
chr22:43,115,523_43,115,520delAAAG; chr22:43,114,928G; chr22:43,114,551T; chr22:43,114,457A;
chr22:43,114,020G; chr22:43,113,793T; chr22:43,111,847C; chr22:43,109,839T; chr22:43,106,703C;
chr22:43,105,350T; chr22:43,105,350G; chr22:43,102,801delT; chr22:43,102,359G; chr22:43,102,090T;
chr22:43,100,885G; chr22:43,096,996G; chr22:43,094,925C; chr22:43,094,340C; chr22:43,094,254_43,094,253delTT;
chr22:43,094,252G; chr22:43,092,851G; chr22:43,092,786A; chr22:43,089,849G; chr22:43,088,971A

Only search #8 (shown here) with sample #072 removed produced any proposed changes.
Repeat P1 serologic testing for #072 was P1+ and not P1 as originally typed.
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chr22:43,110,751C
chr22:43,110,497A
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chr22:43,107,046T
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chr22:43,105,188G
chr22:43,105,156G
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4
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Proposed P1 changes
chr22:43,115,523_43,115,520delAAAG (rs66781836)

chr22:43,114,020G (rs2143918)

chr22:43,114,551T (rs8138197)

chr22:43,113,793T (rs5751348)

P1
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Fig. 2. Identiﬁcation of the P1 genetic basis. Two approaches used to identify A4GALT changes associated with P1 expression. (A) The
frequency approach used whole genome sequences of the A4GALT region to correlate NT changes with expected P1 antigen frequency.
The percentages represent the antigen phenotype frequencies for each NT change when used to simulate typing for the antigen from
whole genomes. (B) The serology approach used whole genome sequences of the A4GALT region to correlate NT changes with serologic
typing. Changes also found in the frequency approach shown in (A) are colored green. (C) Potential NT changes responsible for P1
expression designated by chromosomal coordinates and by rs database numbering. Note: A4GALT is transcribed in reverse to its
direction in the reference genome, as such larger genomic positions correspond to smaller gene positions. The NT bases have been
reverse complimented from the human reference genome. [Color ﬁgure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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region as above with the RBC phenotypes of 77 individuals
(17 P1– and 60 P1+). Analysis of homozygous NT changes
common to P1– individuals identiﬁed 26,683 possible NT variants, which were then ﬁltered to remove homozygous
changes also found in P1+ individuals (Fig. 2B). This initial
analysis did not result in any correlated NT changes. However, this could have occurred due to a P1 serologic phenotype error in one or more samples, which could have caused
the actual P1-associated NT changes to be incorrectly ﬁltered.
As mentioned above, to account for the possibility of serologic testing or transcription error, multiple searches where
performed in which each sample was excluded from the
analysis. When P1– participant 072 was excluded from the
analysis in this manner, four potential P1-associated changes
were identiﬁed (Fig. 2C): chr22:43,115,523_43,115,520AAAG/
delAAAG (rs66781836); chr 22:43,114,551C/T (rs8138197);
chr22:43,114,020 T/G (rs2143918); and chr22:43,113,793G/T
(rs5751348). All four of these sites were also identiﬁed in the
frequency approach above. A follow-up sample from participant 072 was obtained and the RBCs typed as P1+, conﬁrming that the initial P1– serologic typing for that individual was
incorrect.

Identiﬁcation of the basis of Xga in whole genomes
Because males have only one X chromosome, sequence analysis to identify hemizygous NT changes could theoretically
lead to quicker identiﬁcation of the associated Xga genetic
change than analysis of female genomes. Unfortunately, the
XG promoter and part of the XG gene are located in the
homologous PAR1 region shared by both the X and Y chromosomes.23 This causes male Y chromosome sequences to
misalign to the X chromosome, and thus male samples contained regions of misplaced reads that interfered with analysis. In particular, some NT positions incorrectly appeared
heterozygous where misplaced Y sequences contain SNPs
that differ from the X chromosome. Therefore, only males
presenting with homozygous NT positions and females were
considered in the serologic approach.
Using the frequency approach, the genetic basis of Xga
expression was examined in 60 female genomes over a
75.2-kb region including the XG gene and promotor region
(chrX:2,659,351 – chrX:2,734,541). The potential Xga nucleotide associations were ﬁltered to include those that would
result in a frequency close to the known 11% female Xg(a–)
phenotype frequency, which reduced the number of possible NT variants from 1917 to only 82 changes (Fig. 3A).
Using the serologic approach, the genetic basis for Xga
expression was correlated between nt changes over the same
region indicated above with the RBC phenotypes of 15 individuals, two Xg(a–) females and 12 Xg(a+) males and females
were included in the analysis. One Xg(a–) male was excluded
as uninformative for the reasons described above. Analysis of
homozygous NT changes common to Xg(a–) individuals
identiﬁed 74,791 possibilities (Fig. 3B), which were ﬁltered to

remove homozygous changes present in Xg(a+) individuals.
This identiﬁed just one potential variation associated with
Xg(a–) phenotype, chrX:2,666,384C (rs311103), located in a
GATA-1 binding region (Fig. 3C). This NT change was also
identiﬁed in the frequency approach.
To further investigate and differentiate true X chromosome NT variants and misplaced Y chromosome NT variation, the serologic typing of male samples was correlated
with the DNA sequence aligned to position chrX:2,666,384
(Fig. 3D). The analysis shows that the Y chromosome PAR1
region sequences indeed misaligned to the X chromosome
Xga associated region and can differ in sequence (Fig. 3D,
#075, 110, 112). This confounds molecular typing in male
samples that appear to be heterozygous. Hence, molecular
typing of Xga in males is not readily possible unless they are
homozygous at this position.

bloodTyper
We updated our curated antigen allele database (http://
bloodantigens.com) with the newly conﬁrmed Xga and P1
alleles, and veriﬁed that bloodTyper could correctly type P1
and Xga from the whole genomes analyzed within the MedSeq Project with paired serology. As discussed above, bloodTyper restricts Xga typing to females.

DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated an extensible and reusable framework for antigen allele discovery and veriﬁcation from
whole genomes. As a proof of principle, we used WGS data
and limited paired serologic typing to identify NT changes
correlated with P1 and Xga expression. This analysis was
done prior to the recent publications detailing the role of
RUNX11 GATA-12,3 and transcription factor binding in
expression of these antigens, and is independent conﬁrmation of those reports. Importantly, since the entire genomic
sequence was available for analysis, we could rule out the
possibility of other common NT changes controlling P1 and
Xga expression in the A4GALT and XG genes and upstream
promoter regions. As the genetic changes associated with
P1 and Xga antigen expression are located outside of the
coding exons, a whole genome–based approach was particularly important in determining their identity. By automating the search analysis, we could quickly perform multiple
iterative searches with each sample excluded from the analysis to successfully account for any sample discrepancy. We
have now updated our curated antigen-allele database and
companion typing software to provide whole genome–based
typing for Xga and P1.
Although the combined frequency and serologic
approach for P1 expression identiﬁed four NT changes, this
could simply be due to linkage disequilibrium, which, in theory,
could be addressed with a larger sample size. Indeed, a recent
publication identiﬁed these same four NT changes associated
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Fig. 3. Identiﬁcation of the Xga genetic basis. Two approaches used to identify XG changes associated with Xga expression. (A) The
frequency approach used whole genome sequences of the XG region to correlate nt changes with expected Xga antigen frequency. The
percentages represent the antigen phenotype frequencies for each NT change when used to simulate typing for the antigen from whole
genomes. (B) The serology approach used whole genome sequences of the XG region to correlate NT changes with serologic typing.
Changes also found in the frequency approach shown in (A) are colored green. (C) Potential NT change responsible for Xga expression.
(D) Xga NT changes in males and the corresponding misplaced chromosome Y PAR1 NT changes. [Color ﬁgure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

with P1, but one (rs66781836) was later excluded in an uncommon sample with haplotype recombination between the possible NT changes.7 To optimize exclusion among strongly linked
SNPs, mining of large-scale genomic data sources for examples
where one or more of the linked NT changes occur independently and performing targeted follow-up serologic typing
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could be employed. Importantly, the potential P1 associated
NTs found here include rs5751348, which has recently been
reported to contain a RUNX1 transcription factor binding
region controlling P1 expression,1 along with three other NT
changes located outside of the RUNX1 binding region, but in
linkage disequilibrium with it.

P1 AND Xga FROM WHOLE GENOMES

The combined frequency and serologic approach was
successful in determining the molecular basis of Xga expression as it identiﬁed just one potential NT change, rs311103.
This is the same change recently reported to contain a
GATA-1 transcription factor–binding region controlling Xga
expression.2,3 We determined that genotyping of Xga from
males will prove difﬁcult due to the homologous PAR1 region
shared by chromosomes X and Y. Determination of Xga in
males by genomic methods will require long read sequencing
or long-range polymerase chain reaction of a 33.2-kb region
spanning the Xga SNP position (chrX:2,666,384) and chromosome X positions located outside of the PAR1 region (around
chrX:2,699,625).
Historically, identifying the molecular basis of new blood
groups was accomplished using genetic segregation of NT
changes with antigen phenotype in related individuals. In this
study, we present a new paradigm using whole genomes with
paired, and often limited, serologic typing data as illustrated
by identiﬁcation the basis of Xga with less than 14 typed individuals combined with sequence data of 77 unrelated individuals. Although the frequency approach was only able to ﬁlter
to 29 A4GALT and 82 XG NT change, even this level of enrichment could be of value. For example, if RBCs had not been
available for serologic typing, the NT changes identiﬁed by the
frequency approach could have been used to design inexpensive targeted SNP assays and tested on samples with paired
RBC serologic testing. This type of analysis will accelerate as
large-scale genomic sequencing becomes commonplace, by
allowing sequence data analysis from tens of thousands of
individuals at present, and millions within the next decade.
As new antigens are described, it is critical to have adequate evidence for allele-antigen associations, but this is
challenging because expression systems are not readily
available for many blood groups. In addition, bioinformatic
analysis can be used to determine if potential molecular
changes are located in putative transcription factor–binding
regions or other regulatory regions along with evaluation of
expression using predictive models or large-scale experimental protein expression data sets. This would provide a
potential robust hypothesis for association of the SNP with
the phenotype; however, direct experimental conﬁrmation
should be done when possible. As such, large-scale
sequencing data sets with paired serologic typing could provide a powerful tool to rapidly identify the effect of novel
allelic changes on serologic phenotype.
Because it is already common for large biobanks to
archive DNA and serum, they should partner with blood
bank and donor centers to freeze RBCs for future antigenallele association discovery and conﬁrmation. For example,
the Xga analysis performed here was possible only because
a subset of genomic sequencing participants had RBC samples frozen for future serologic typing. If frozen RBCs for
serologic typing were available from a sufﬁciently large
genomic data set, it might be possible to ﬁnd the molecular
basis of a low- or high-frequency antigen if even just one

high-frequency antigen-negative or low-frequency antigenpositive individual could be identiﬁed.
In summary, we have developed an analysis pipeline to
identify the NT changes responsible for RBC antigen expression from whole genomes with paired serologic typing. This
approach independently conﬁrms the recently reported NT
changes responsible for P1 and Xga antigen expression.
Additionally, this approach should allow for rapid and comprehensive antigen discovery as large-scale genomic
sequencing data sets are created over the coming years.
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